Mark Battista
Program Descriptions:

STILL LIFE PHOTOGRAPHY

Mark Battista, a nationally recognized Fine Art Photographer and Painter, will
discuss the “Art of Still Life Photography” and share his approach for creating
images that tell a story, communicate an idea, and express a mood.
Topics covered will include:
• The History of Still life
• Composition For Impact
• Shooting with Intent
• Lighting
• Light Options: Speedlight, window light and constant light
• Creating a Hierarchy of Interest
• Working Through a Shot
• Creating a Series/ Finding Inspiration
• Still life as Metaphor and Symbol
___________________________________________

PAINTERLY COMPOSTION

Mark Battista, Artist and Fine Art Photographer, will share his insight on composition to create
images that tell a story, effectively communicate an idea and express an emotion. Come
explore ways of taking your photography to a whole new level through the use of
compositional strategies to create more visually impactful images. Mark’s years of training and
working as a painter has influenced how he arranges elements in his photographic images.
Discover ways of composing inspired by master painters of the past and learn how to apply
those skills to your photographic imagery.
Topics covered include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

THE ELEMENTS OF ART
Line
Shape
Color
Value
PRINCIPALS OF DESIGN
Creating a focal point through contrast of tone, color or area of focus
Point of view/ framing a subject
Balance and visual weight vs. "Rules"
_________________________________________

DEVELOPING CREATIVITY and EXPLORING MOTION AND GESTURE (This
is a 2 part presentation delivered together.)

Join Mark Battista, Painter and Fine Art Photographer, in this two part presentation which
explores ways to create concepts and images that stretch the imagination. Learn ways to think
and shoot “outside the box”. The first part of this presentation will focus on the topic of
creativity.
Topics addressed will include”
•
•
•
•

Develop strategies for thinking creatively
Ways to generate unique ideas
Discover sources of inspiration
Explore approaches to visual problem solving

The second part of the presentation will feature, “Exploring Motion and Gesture in
Photography”. We will look at ways to capture and express the element of motion in our
imagery. Typically, photographers use the camera to freeze a specific moment in time.
Discover ways of manipulating the settings in your camera to create impressionistic images
that convey energy and a sense of motion.
Topics covered will include:
●
●
●
●
●

To explore movement and gesture as a subject in photography.
Discuss various approaches for creating a sense of movement.
Suggested camera settings.
Embracing the element of chance / setting up for success.
Conceptualizing creating the shots as problem solving.
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